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A 2008 VW coach built Crafter Camper van and is registered as a
Motorhome 
It is a well equipped little camper for two people and has served
us well for many long weekends and occasional weeks away. 
Due to the high mileage we are selling this at a low price. 

- Swivel Driver and passenger seats 
- seating and dining area for 4 persons which converts to a
double bed using an infill piece which is stored in the back of the
van. 

Equipment 
- 12v LED Lighting throughout 
- 240v mains hook up with Zig CF8 integral battery charger and
distribution - there are two 240v sockets 
- 240v inverter, with integral USB for phone charging etc. 
- Leisure battery, charged from 240v Zig CF8 integral system,
Solar Panel and Engine when driving. 
- 12v Microwave oven - The manual says that this should run for
up to 30 minutes on the battery, however we have never used it 
- 3 way fridge, 12v/240v/ gas, although it is not currently
plumbed for gas use. 
- 2 burner gas hob with integral sink which has 12v pumped
water 

Volkswagen Crafter Highline Campervan | May
2008

Miles: 271557
Fuel Type: Diesel
Colour: White
Engine Size: 2461

£5,500  O.N.O
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- Thetford flush Cassette Toilet 
Eberspacher blown air heating with separate fuel tank - the one
that is fitted is designed to run for an hour only and then
switches off, 
Fiamma awning - this has a small tear. It is barely noticeable -
but we have never used it 
- 12v TV, this works but we have never used it and it needs an
aerial. 
- Pull out step 
- Rear storage area - this is functional but could be improved
significantly- this houses the gas, deck chairs, wheel chocs etc 

The Van 
- MOT'd until end AUGUST 2024 - Touchscreen radio with
Bluetooth, integral satellite navigation and VD Player - needs
tuned in. 

Vehicle specification* 

Vehicle details found for: Volkswagen CRAFTER 
Fuel type 
Diesel 
Engine size (l) 
2459 
Year of manufacture 
2008 
Colour 
White

Vehicle Features

- 2 burner gas hob with integral sink which has 12v pumped
water, - 3 way fridge, - 12v LED Lighting throughout, - 12v
Microwave oven - The manual says that this should run for up to
30 minutes on the battery, - 12v On Board Television, - 240v
inverter, - 240v mains hook up with Zig CF8 integral battery
charger and distribution - there are two 240v sockets, - Leisure
battery, - MOT'd until end AUGUST 2024 - Touchscreen radio
with Bluetooth, - Pull out step, - Rear storage area - this is
functional but could be improved significantly- this houses the
gas, - seating and dining area for 4 persons which converts to a
double bed using an infill piece which is stored in the back of the
van, - Swivel Driver and passenger seats, - Thetford flush
Cassette Toilet, 12v/240v/ gas, 2008, 2459, Accommodation,
although it is not currently plumbed for gas use, charged from
240v Zig CF8 integral system, Colour, deck chairs, Diesel,
Eberspacher blown air heating with separate fuel tank - the one
that is fitted is designed to run for an hour only and then
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switches off, Engine size (l), Equipment, Fiamma awning - this
has a small tear. It is barely noticeable - but we have never used
it, Fuel type, however we have never used it, integral satellite
navigation and VD Player - needs tuned in, Solar Panel and
Engine when driving, The Van, this works but we have never
used it and it needs an aerial, Vehicle details found for:
Volkswagen CRAFTER, Vehicle specification*, wheel chocs etc,
White, with integral USB for phone charging etc, Year of
manufacture
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